
 Ashfield Achievements Newsletter 
Inspiring our children to dream big, be extraordinary and change the world 

 

Welcome to our new  Achievements Newsletter! 

We would like to share more of your children’s wonderful work 

with an Achievements Newsletter. So, we are asking you to send 

us emails with photos of your children with their home learning 

and little snippets of what they have been up to. Send your  

photos and news to admin@ashfield.herts.sch.uk and please 

put the word NEWS in the subject line. We will include as many 

of your news snippets as we can. 

Amazing work by Devan (6F)     

creating a Mayan temple using 

Minecraft.  Great idea! 

Harvey (4A) collected a range of different  

household items to build a shelter for his 

science project. 

Congratulations to Leo (5H) who is 

going to be one of Watford FC's virtual 

mascots this week and was treated to 

a Zoom call with Kiko Femenia.     

Amazing Leo!  Hope you enjoyed it.  

 
Great work by Harry (6F). You 
have done a fabulous job of   
using Lego to build a model of a 
Mayan temple. Keep up the 
good work!  

 

Lovely work by Chloe (3C) who has been getting 

creative with birds and drawn a lovely picture for 

her Art work.  

 

Cecile (3C) was feeling more    

creative, so she has designed 

two 'greeting cards' for her 

friends. 

Wonderful work by Dishen (6D). You have 

done an excellent job of using Lego to 

build a model of a Mayan temple.  

 

 

 

Isabella (4G) really enjoyed the science 

experiment,  she struggled to get the foil 

boat to sink!  

Josh (4G) has been enjoying his  

science experiments. Well done and 

keep up the good work!  

 

 

 

Joshua (4A) has drawn and 

excellent descriptive picture 

of a Roman Soldier 



 

Brilliant work by Simran (6D) 
who and designed a  lovely 
Mayan Vase. 
 
 

Ella (5C) has done a 
wonderful Ancient 
Greek timeline.  

 

Lovely work, Harvey (4A)! We can 

tell you love science!  

 
 

 

Fantastic work by Adam (6D). You have done 

an excellent job of designing and building a 

model of a Mayan pyramid.  

Nathan (6D) has been very 
creative and made his Mayan 
temple out of books 

Superb work from Georgie 
(3F). You have designed a very 
colourful and eye catching 
mitten!  
 
 

Zoe (3F) and Benji (3C) have been trying to 
learn some important life skills during 
Lockdown.  At lunchtime, their Mum 
showed them how to remove the shell 
from a hard boiled egg and they then had 
a go themselves.  They got better at it 
with each egg!  After they had shelled a 
few, they then learnt how to use an egg 
slicer and put the shelled and sliced boiled 
eggs into sandwiches which they enjoyed 
for their lunch! 

 
Sebastian (5H) designed 
and made a boat using 
lollipop sticks. It even 
floats in water!  

 
Taiki (3F) enjoyed writing his 
own version of the Humpty 
Dumpty story.  
 
 
 

A very creative colour wheel from Josh (4G). 
You have done a wonderful job finding such 
a variety of different coloured objects!  

Siam (6F) is enjoying his home 
learning and has also had time 
to make his own football goal 
out of a cardboard box and 
painted it with bright colours. 
It is very useful in doors when 
it is raining!  

Wonderful work by Alex (6F). 

You have done an excellent 

job of recreating The Great 

Wave by Hokusai using    

coloured pencils and water-

colour paints.  

Amazing work by Alex (6F) 
who has been working hard 
making out of cardboard his 
Kukulkan Pyramid which is in 
Chichen-Itza.  

 
Josh (4G) has been on a 

material scavenger hunt 

for his science home 

learning.  

 
 

 



Harvey (4A), has made a great 
badge with such a lovely and 
thoughtful message for NHS! Well 
done!  

 
 
Riley (5C) during his breaks from home 
schooling has constructed this Ferris wheel 
out of KNEX.  Fantastic Riley!  

Wonderful work by Jack 

(6D)! What an excellent job 

you've done to create 

something so imaginative.  

 
Superb skill from Aaron (3C) 
who took on the challenge of 
the day and built a fabulous 
structure out of playing 
cards!  

Great work by Danny (6D). The 

two pictures are of a Mayan 

pyramid - Danny sketched it 

first and then used books and 

Lego to construct it.  

Lovely work by Jesse (6D). He 

has created a picture of 'The 

Great Wave' using tissue  

paper.  

Year 6 children were asked 

to recreate Hokusai's 'Great 

Wave' for art this week. We 

are very impressed with 

Danny's (6D) work!  Superb work from Jessica (6D). A very 

creative Zentangle with an eye catching 

pattern.  

Isabella (4G) did her science 

experiment and I cleaned up 

after as well. Unfortunately, 

the ketchup didn’t make it to 

the bottom! 

Great work by Rebecca (5H). You 

have designed a lovely Greek 

vase. Rebecca is really enjoying 

learning about the Ancient 

Greeks, especially the gods.  

After watching an episode of Junior Bake 

Off, Devan (6F) was inspired to create his 

own tear and share pastry. One side is pork 

and caramelised onion and the other is 

pork, honey and mustard.  

Jack (6D) received a green ‘caring for your 

environment’ Blue Peter badge. Cubs asked 

him to make a Countryside Code poster for 

his Silver award so we sent it in to Blue    

Peter.  

Great work from Ellie (3F) who has 

been learning about symmetry 

through sketching.  

Jaya (6F) has worked really 

hard on her science project  

of The Human Circulatory  

System.  

Harvey (4A) has been keeping up with his daily 

physio once he has finished his school work.  



 
Fantastic work from Simi (6D). A very creative 
Zentangle with an eye catching pattern.  

Benjamin (3F) is very proud of his symmetry 

drawing of a fox he has done as part of his       

artwork.  

 

Finley (5H) you have created a 
brilliant Cave Elf and put a lot of 
time, thought and hard work 
into your drawing.  
 

Great work from Antonia (3F) who 

has been learning about symmetry 

through sketching.  

 

Molly (4G) did her science 

experiment about Liquid 

Races and really enjoyed it!  

Benjamin (3F) chose to go 

round our local park and pick 

up litter and put it in the bins 

to help save the animals and 

the environment.  

Year 3 were set a mini snowman building         

competition. They had to make one less than 

10cm tall and keep it in their freezer for a week. 

This is Bertie’s (3F) brilliant entry.  

Adam (6D) received a cheese making kit for his 

birthday, and this weekend he made halloumi, it 

was yummy! Looks delicious Adam and very well 

presented.  

Superb work from Alex (6D). You 

have designed very beautiful 

Mandala's with colourful eye 

catching patterns.  

The children were asked to create a kindness 

tree, with their ideas of how to be kind to link 

in with our learning on Children's Mental 

Health week. Isaac (3F) did a super job and 

has lots of lovely kind ideas. 

For today's mental well-being 

challenge Simi (6D) has been 

doing some yoga.  

 

Zade (6F) has also been doing 

his mental well-being challenge 

and tried out some yoga poses.  

Zach (4A) made an Easter cake as 

part of a Bake off competition 

with friends!  

Bertie (3F) has created a beautiful Thankful Box 

filled with ideas of how to be kind to link in with 

our learning on Children's Mental Health week.  

Harvey (4A).  Had lots of fun try-

ing out his science experiment 

and you also have learned some 

useful tips about liquids and 

their density.  

Ellie (3F) demonstrating her 

chosen stretch for Year 3’s 

topic work on muscles 


